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SUMMARY 

The author visted the USA in 1960 to be trained in
the operation and maintenance of seismic equipment which was being
purchased by the Bureau of Mineral Resources.^This Record describes
the tests that were made on the equipment and the negotiations for
modification of the equipment.



1.^PURPOSE OF VISIT

The main' reasons for my visit to the USA were:

(a) to receive training in the operation and maintenance
of equipment being purchased for the Bureauts No. • 2
seismic party,.

(b) to attend field tests and make acceptance checks on
the new seismic equipment,

(c) to investigate various types of data-processing equipment
which could be used in conjunction with the new seismic
equipment.

2. ESTABLISHMENTS VISITED

The following establishments were visited:

Establishment 
^

Date

Texas Instruments Inc.,
Houston, Texas.

Electro Technical Labs,
Houston, Texas

Robert H. Ray Co. Inc.,
Midland, Texas

Hall-Sears Inc.,
Houston, Texas..

Electrodynamic Instrument
Corporation,

Houston, Texas

Fortune Electronics Inc.,
Houston, Texas.

Robert H. Ray Co. hc.,
Houston, Texas.

Shell Oil Co.,
Houston, Texas.

SoutInestern Industrial
Electronics Co.,

Houston, 'Texas.

July 22, August 1, 2, 5, 8, 10, 11, 16
to 19, 22 to 25, 27, 29 to 31,
September 1 to 3, 5 to 10.

July 22, 25, 26
August 1, 6, 8, 15, 19, 22
September 1.

July 27 to 29.

August 3, September 9.

August 3.

August 4.

August 4.

August 5.

August 9, 10, 19.

Lane Wells Co.,^ August 10.
- Houston, Texas.
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Establishment^ Date

August 12.Geophysical Service Inc.,
Opelousas and Donaldsonville,
Louisiana.

Vector Manufacturing Co.,
Houston, Texas.

Marsh and Marine Manufacturing
Co. Inc.,

Houston, Texas.

Hale Instruments Inc.,
Houston, Texas.

Marine Geophysical Services
Corporation,

Houston, Texas.

Geophysical Services Inc.,
Dallas, Texas.

National Geophysical Co. Inc.,
Daflas, Texas.

Humble Oil and Refining Co.,
Houston, Texas.

Welex Inc.,
Houston, Texas.

Union Oil Co. of California,
Los Angeles, California.

United Geophysical Corporation,
Pasadena, California.

Californian Institute of
Technology,
Pasadena, California.

Consolidated Electro-
dynamics,

Pasadena, California.

Californian Research Corporation,
La Habra, California.

Western Geophysical Company of
America,

Hollywood, California.

Tachno Instrument Co.,
Hollywood, California.

August 16.

August 18,

AuLust 19.

Auyust 25.

August 26.

August 26.

September 1.

September 2.

September 12, 13, 16.

September 13.

September 13.

September 13.

September 14.

September 15.

September 16.
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3. INTEGRATION OF EQUIPMENT

Texas Instruments Inc. (TI) and Electro-Technical
Labs (TL) both of Houston, Texas, are between them supplying
the seismic recording equipment for the No. 2 seismic field party.
This equipment consists of:

1 set - portable 24-channel 7000B amplifiers - TI

1 set - DS7-700 magnetic tape recorder -^- ETL

1 set - PP7-3 junction box with associated
cables, etc.^ - ETL

1^- 1266 recording oscillograph^- ETL

1^- BC2-5 blaster^ ETL

It was necessary for certain items ordered from. ETL to be
delivered to TI'so that the latter company could make some Modifications
and combine the equipment into an integrated seismic sytem. • (see. File
18A/2/1, folio 26).

Except for the E66, all items required for integration were
delivered to TI by ETL on 14th June 1960. It was ekpected that the
ER66 would be delivered about the third or fourth week in July.
It was intended that the integration and the testing of all items .
except oscillographs should be completed prior to the third week in July.

When I arrived at TI on 22nd July, astart had been made on
the integration wiring. The 266 was Virtually a first model and ETL
had several difficulties with it before it was finally delivered to TI
on 10th August.

My original programme had called for attending the tests on
the integrated equipment during my first two weeks in Houston. Because
of the various delays, I revised my programme and advanced my visits
to other firms in that area.

Apart from the matching of the amplifier outputs to the
magnetic heads, the Modifications required were mainly in the circuits
for time break, up-hole, 100-cycle monitor, and log-level in6dcator (LLI).
Correspondence had been exclianged regarding the integration of these
informations but no final letter stating . the Buxeau's requirements had
been sent. These requirements were finally stated clearly in a letter
from the Chief Geophysicist to TI on 12th August 1960 (see file 18A/2/1,
folio 40).

The alterations and additions required were:

(a)provision of 24 additional matching transformers mounted in
the amplifier cases and feeding the magnedisc outputs of the
amplifier banks,

(b)design and installation of a playback amplifier and switching
relay for the LLI,
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(e) disconnecting from the common lead in the ER66 of the
galvanometer in channel 27 because the oUtut of the LLI
unit has neither terminal at ground:

(d)decoupling of time-break (TB) and up-hole (UH) information
channels at the common magnetic head on 'record'. This
involved the provision of an emitter-folloaer and a double-
pole double-throw relay in the PP7-3,

(e)re-routing of several wires in the PP7-3 junction box,

(f) shorting-out of the T-B and U-H amplifiers in the ER66 9

(a) provision of certain interconnecting cables.

Some confusion existed with regard to shipping procedure.
It was arranged that all equipment delivered by 2TL to it was to be
returned to ETL for shipping to the Bureau.

Details of the results accomplished during the integration
are described in the next section. This does not include descriptions
of all the minor difficulties experienced.

The first field test on the system as made on 29th August;
further field tests were made on 8th and 9th September.

In field-testing a system, TI uses a single spread with three
geophones per trace. Traces that would have equal moveout are connected
to the same set of geophones, i.e. 12 and. 13, 11 and 14, etc.

Shots are fired as follows:

(a) all traces in parallel - phasin6 check,

(b)normal shot - TI usually uses a programmed suppression instead
of AGC. A shot was also fired to obtain a record using
AGC. Filters were switched out during first breaks on 'record'
and 'playback'.

) crossfeed shot - no suppression during first breaks.
Simultaneous photographic record only.

The UH may be magnetically recorded on either the T-B trace
using the U-H amplifier in the PP7-3, or on Trace 6 using the TI
squelch amplifier.

A final field test was to be run after my departure, when all
wiring had been tidied up and finalised. During this field test it
was intended to take comparison records with the 8000-type amplifiers
fed into the DS7.

4. MATTERS ARISING DURING THE INTEGRATION

Monitor-trace frequency is not 100 c/s.

The width and spacing of the magnetic heads in the DS7 is
compatible with Techno equipment. The tape speed in the Bureau's DS7-1
instrument is 7.5 in/sec and in the DS7-700 it is 3.59 in./sec which is
the speed used by Techno.
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It was found impossible to 'obtain the Techno speed in the
DS7 using an 800-c/s supply with standard gears. The tuning-fork
frequency has been changed to 798 c/s in the DS7-700. As an accurate
100-c/s frequency could not be obtained from the DS7-700, the HT had
been removed from the counting-down circuits and the output had been
disconnected.

By recording the 99.8-c/s frequency from the DS7-700 on the
magnetic tape we are able to:

(a) compare the frequencies of the two independent tuning forks
in the camera and DS7-700,

(b) check that the tape is going at the same speed on Irecoreand
t playbackt

Alternatively, 100C/s frequency from the camera could be
recorded. This would make the record look slightly better but would only
accomplish (b).

Therefore, the connexions mentioned above were replaced and
the 99.8 cycles from the DS7-700 is recorded on the magnetic tape.

Recording oscillograph ER66

ETL was asked to correct in the recording . cscillograph ER66
the following faults noted during the integration:

(a) the camera footage indicator did not work,

(b) the hinges on the galvanometer access door had been loosened.
When the hinge screws were tightened the door would not open,

(c) the paper was jamming frequently. In every case this was due
to the paper doubling back inside the magazine. This magazine
was not capable of taking 100 ft of paper as requited. ETL
was asked to repair the magazine and run off into it 100 feet of
paper several times,

(d) the lower Allen screws holding the galvanometers into the split
block could not be loosened. This was caused by the screws
facing downwards so that the Allen key could not be engaged.

It was also pointed out to ETL that it would be desirable to
have the following additions:

(a) markers every 3/16 in. on the ground-glass screen to facilitate
equispacing of the galvanometer spots,

(b) relay contacts to open-circuit the galvanometer-positioning
batteries with '.he camera power-switch. Otherwise one tends to
forget to switch the batteries off, thus leading to their too-
frequent replacement.

Six-in, paper is slightly too wide for this camera and the width
of the paper to be supplied with our order was changed to 15 cm.
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The camera motor switch could either:

(a) operate the camera itself, or

(b) allow operation of the camera from a remote supply.

We require the magnetic recorder to be operated from the
camera. This was arranged fairly easily; however, there were the
following disadvantages to be eliminated:

(a) the Camera operated whenever the DS7 drive-motor is turned on.
It is desirable to be able to run the DS7 and camera separately,

(b) the rotary camera switch was spring-loaded in one direction
only. It is pzferable to have the spring-loading for normal use,

(c) the positive leads of the 12-volt supplies for the camera and
DS7 had to be connected. When this connexion. was made at the
battery terminal, the camera chassis was 0.1 volt below ground
potential and a DC shift was obtained on the U-H trace.
The connexion was therefore made between the chassis of the
ER66 and the PP7 junction box.

Time-break and up-hole amplifiers are provided in the E1R66 so
that the system may be used without the PP7 junction box. The common
leads are grounded at the amplifier inputs. During the integration it
was found necessary to short-out those amplifiers. A shorting plug is
not sufficient because of the grounding of the amplifier inputs.

Blaster BC 2-5 

When it was attempted to unscrew the cover from the0 T-B
adjust'control, th- potentiometer fixing-nut became loose. ETL was asked
to remedy this fault.

If the'T-B adjust'control was sot too low, additional pulses
appeared on the T-B trace when the safe button was pressed and released.
TheIT-B adjust'control did not affect the size of these pulses.

Magnetic recording of the log,- level indicator 

All previous magnetic recording of the LLI has used frequency
modulation. The signal to be recorded is taken from the ,ut.ut of the
LLI compressor where the logarithmic compression has change a sine . wave
into an approximate square-wave. Therefore, the dynamic range required
of the tape is not too large. However, when such a signal is directly
recorded, the played-back signal is almost a differentiated square-wave
because of the frequency response of the recorder. This wave-form from
the tape is amplified from about five micro-volts to the five volts
necessary at the input to the second half of the LLI, where rectification
and filtering take place. Therefore, an amplifier is required having a
gain of 120 db and a band width from 15 to 120 c/s. The amplifier
used eventually is a 7000B amplifier without filters or AGC and having
an equalizing circuit (0.2 megohm, 0.047 micro-farads) inserted at the
AGC injection point.

The LLI shows how long energy is being received back from
the ground after the shot. The amount of charge used may be adjusted
accordingly. This purpose would be served'by recording the LLI on a
simultaneous photographic record only This is what has been done in
previous systems where the LLI is used in conjunction with direct-
recording magnetic equipment.
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It is envisaged that eventually it may be unnecessary to
make a simultaneous photographic record. As far as I could ascertain,
at present it is universal practice to make a simultaneous photographic
record.

Without the need to record the LLI on tape, no alterations
and additions to our system would have been necessary. In any future
system the desirability of recording . the LLI on tape should be examined
in the light of further experience with regard te2

(a) whether the LLI has any interpretational significance,

(b) whether it is desirable to omit making a simultaneous
photog7aphic record.

N.B. High-frequency eqUalization by high-cut filtering in the
PP7-3 is applied to the 24 signal traces only.

Log-level indicator output circuit

When the 100-c/s switch on the ER66 was switched to internal,
the LLI meter would show full-scale deflection. The reason was that
this s;:itch connected an earth into the signal circuits and neither
terminal of the LLI output was at ground potential.

To have a terminal of the LLI at ground we would require a
negative supply voltage and a zero adjustment. It was easier to
disconnect the galvanometer in Channel 27 from the common line.

Junction box PP7-3 

During field testing it was found that the voltmeter in the
PP7-3 would net read 'head level'.

Normally, in the 'record' position the magnetic heads are
floating. During the integration, the common side of the magnetic heads
was grounded in the 'record' position at the emitter-follewer in the
T-B circuit.^In the PF7-3 one side of the voltmeter amplifier input
was earthed. It was feund that:

(a) the wiring of the U-H and T-B jack sockets was the reverse
of that shown in the circuit diagram,

(b) the wiring of the amplifier output plugs with respect to
Pins 7 and 10 of SW3 was the reverse of that shown in the
circuit.

When 3W3 was pressed, both input terminals of the voltmeter
amplifier were earthed.

The fault was corrected by reversing the input connexions to
the voltmeter amplifier.

The lead from the common side of the 100-c/s head is net
connected in the PP7-3. The return path is made through the equivalent
loads to the U-H and T-B heads.

The plug-in transistorised amplifiers were difficult to
remove and replace. This was caused by the addition of a fairly
strong spring to prevent these amplifiers slopping about. The use of
ceuntersunk screws to fix these springs is desirable. ETL was
informed of this defect.
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5. OTHER MATTERS CONCERNING THE EQUIPMENT

Mounting of the 7000B amplifiers 

TI provided me with photographs of another portable 7000B
installation and with drawings of a recording cab and mounting racks.

Magnetic recorders DS7-1 and DS7-700 

The difference between the DS7-1 and the DS7-700 have already
been discussed. For the sake of increased compatibility it is the
Bureau's intention to standardise on 'Techno' tape. The Bureau is buying
a kit of parts to convert the original DS7-1 recorder to a DS7-700. One
recorder can always be converted back when it is necessary to playback
tapes made with the DS7-1.

Many misfires have occurred when using the DS7-1 in conjunction
with the BC2-5 blaster. One main cause was imperfect contact through
the hole in the tape (SW4). A modification designed to give more positive
contact through SW4 has now been incorporated in the DS7. A drawing of
the modified circuit was obtained and forwarded to the Chief Geophysicist.
ETL was requested to forward the parts necessary for the modification of
the DS7-1.

The handbooks to be supplied with the new equipment included
the unmodified circuit diagrams. I pointed this out to ETL 9 and these
diagrams were changed.

The purpose of the adjustment on head 27 is to allow the timing
lines to be lined up with the T-B when the 100-c/s frequency from the
tape is used to generate the timing lines on 'playback'.

The connexion of head 27 to the common line is made elsewhere
to reduce pick-up.

In using the DS7, the signal to the head must be kept below
20mV in order to keep the distortion below three percent. When the signal
to the head becomes grater than 100 mV,anticipation and distortion will
occur on 'playback'. Anticipation may be as large as 5 mseo with a large
enough signal. Favoured procedure is to operate the T-B level on
'pla3bace as high as the noise will allow. The T-B signal on 'record'
is then adjusted accordingly.

First breaks are distorted on 'playback' because of saturation
and anticipation.

Recording °sonic:graph E266.

It had been expected that this camera would be similar in
mechanical design and appearance to the ETL field camera ER64. However
the prototype of this camera was an office equipment made by the Texas
Division of Clevite Corporation, which is now part of ETL. The designer
has since left the firm. The engineer who designed our camera had
been under the impression that it was intended for office use.
I was concerned about the suitability of this camera for field use.

My initial impressions were

(a) mounting the two power supplies inside the camera made it rather
bulky but not too heavy,

(b) the case was fairly strong,
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(c) the camera came out on rails like a filing-cabinet drawer.
I was assured at ETL and at TI that such supports have been
well tested in the field,

(d) ten small thumb-screws had to be undone to allow the camera
to slide forward,

(e) the H-T supply was cantibier-mounted and the cover was somewhat
loose. Thu cover had been tightened by the use of Sponge rubber.
A support bracket should not be necessary.

After c -msiderable discussion Messrs. Sundt and Flynn of ETL
agreed to make the following alterations and additions free of charge:

(a) fit a rubber gasket around the front panel to seal
against dust,

(b) fit a lid with a gasket around it to protect the front panel
during portable operation,

(c) fit two carrying-handles to the camera case, reinforcing
with plates inside if necessary,

(d) smallthuMb-screws holding camero in the case will be decreased
in number andincreased in size,

(e) fit handles on front panel to facilitate the withdrawal of
the camera from its case. These handles tc go in the positions of
the fixing screws at the top and bottom of the panel.

The channeliser for the variable-area presentation in the
prototype camera may have been slightly different in having
thinner vanes. A thin white line is noticeable between channels
of the variable-area display from our camera. This is not very
important. Mr. Dennison of }TL agreed to make a Ohanneliser
with thinner vanes.

Mr. Sundt agreed to give the ER66 a vibration test before
it is shipped. The normal method is to transport the
equipment around Houston in the back of a car for two days.

Triggering of the timing lines by the time break 

Our Tresent method of obtaining cross-sections by placing
corrected playback records side by side will be greatly improved by
starting the timing lines at the time break.

At the time when the original specifications for our new
equipment wore drawn up, we were plotting cross-sections manually, and
in the original camera specification submitted to ETL (File No. 18A/2(17)
Folio 1160 it was stated 'Triggering of internal timing-line generator
by time-break signal desirable'. This facility was available in the
Hall-Sears camera HS-600 which the Bureau originally decided to purchase.
However, this item was not mentioned in correspondence with ETL
when the Bureau decided to purchase the ER66.

ETL has agreed to provide the above facility at an additional
cost of $ 1485, less $202.50 allowed on the electronic components to be
removed from the camera.



The method adopted by ETL is to start with a 10C0i-cis tuning
fork with an electr_mic gate, obtaining the necessary 10, 50, and 100 -
msec lines by use of two decade counting tubes. The unit should have
been completed, ready for installation, by the time the ER66 was
delivered back to ETL.

It should be noted that there will be a slight parallax
between trace and timing lines. The parallax could have been taken out
by changing the optics slightly, but this would also have decreased the
available intensity of the timinglines. Any electronic or mechanical
Correction will be affected by the paper speed.

Blaster BC 2=1
Many misfires have occurred when using the DS7-1 in conjunction

with the BC2-5 Blaster, particularly on damp mornings. Apparently the
effect is not unusual. If the leakage is highand the trigger is held
far too long before the tape recorder is started, a condenser in the
firing circuit will be charged by leakage and this will prevent the
thyratron from firing. The tape should be started as soon as possible
after the trigger is pressed.

There has been a high rate of failure with the thyratrons in
the blaster. ETL engineers say that this type of thyraton should last
for at least 1000 shots that USG only one cap.^It should be noted that
when a failure such as mentioned in the previous paragraph occurs,
testing of the blaster could involve as many firings as would be done in
several days of normal shooting.

Junction box PP7-3.

Since the time when the Bureau purchased its original
equipment,the voltmeter amplifier in the PP7-3 Junction Box has been
modified in order to overcome occasional failure of transistors caused
by switching-transients. I pointed out to ETL that when the modifications
were inc:orpattited the connexions to P1 and SW3 had not been altered on
the schematic diagram.

Switching of the information channels in the PP7-3 is
accomplished by three Ledex rotary relays. On each switching operation
the power to thee- relays is made and stays on until interrupted when
the relay has rotated sufficiently. Occasionally this rotation is not
sufficient and the continuous application of power burns out the solenoid.
Spare contacts on auxilliary relays K2, K3, and 1(4 may be used to
energize a buzzer that will indicate when power is made to any, or all,
of the above solenoids.

One of the Ledex solenoids burned out in the Bureau's original
PP7-3 about April 1960. The three relays should have been identical.
It was found that the relay that had burned out was dissimilar to the
other two and the spare. Because of this, the switch portion of the
relay had to be modified. The rod that traversed the wafer switches had
to be replaced. After repair this relay was never completely
satisfactory and repeated switching was usually required to get all of the
multiple contacts made. Since then,another Ledex relay has burnt out.

Mr Flynn of Eli when informed of our trouble, agreed to
replace that item free of charge because a non-standard component had
been used.



It was also arranged that One of the new PP7-3 junction
boxes be forwarded to the Bureau by airfreight immediately. The
original PP7-3 was to be returned to ETL for complete overhaul.

• A possible alternative to the PP7-3 junction box

Because of roquirement3of interchangeability, some duplication
• of components is found in our seismic systems. Where it was required

to modify the PP7-3 junction box during integration of systems it had
to be bcrne in mind that these modifications might have to be removed at
some later date. Because of this and the complex wiring of the Ledex
switches, the modifications were made in the manner that was simplest
to accomplish and not necessarily the most pleasing functionally.

Connectors called patch panels are now used extensively for
interconnecting and proaramming of electronic couipment. I suggest that
a much simpler and more versatile junction box could be made up by
using such patch panels. This would also obviate the use of Loaex relays
which are troublesome

The patch panels used by Robert H. Ray and Co. were made by
Aircraft and Marine Products Inc., Harrisburg, Penn. Those used by
Welex were made by Amphenol.

OA

Purchase of a drum-type recorder

Although the VIP may be used with a single-shot recorder such
as the DS7, it is much preferable to have a repeating playback
mechanism such as a drum. This would allow the intensity level to be set
and visual observations to be made. I recommend that a drum-type
recorder be purchased. Mr. R.R. Pittman, the designer of the VIP, agrees that
that is very desirable. If a drum-type recorder is to be purchased,
it would appear logical to start with a 'Techno' drum assembly ($7,7 00 ),
which can later be converted to a Decatrack if required.

Battery charging on the recorder truck 

Tho 7000B system will drain more than 40-amperes currents. It
will be necessary to fit a charging system to the recorder truck. The
most popular unit in the USA (used by Robert H. Ray & Co. and TI) seems
to be the Leece Neville (14 volt, 100 ampere unit mounted in place of
the truck generator. A pamphlet describing this unit was forwarded to
the Chief Geophysicist on 22nd August 1960.

Removal of filters during first breaks 

One of the reasons why the Bureau takes a simultaneous
photographic record is that the first breaks and U-H break are poor
on playback. I was shown records at ETL made with the DS7 and other
associated equipments. Most of the breaks on these records were
comparable with our own. I was also shown a record(with fairly good
breaks) which was made with filters switched out during the arrival of
the first breaks on 'record' and 'playback'. Later,during the field
testing of our system under the same conditions, the first breaks were
good.

Spurious pulses on the time-break trace 

We have so far been unable to trigger the VIP main sweep from
.

the T-B signal on the magnetic tape. Very little effort was applied to
this problem in the field as there was a quick solution to hand in being
able to trigger from the hole in the tape.
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We now have a more pressing requirement in wishing to
trigger the timin,s lines in the ER66 from the time-break signal. In
discussing the provision of this facility, Mr Sundt said thatETL
had not had a great deal of success with this type of mechanism because
of the occurrence of spurious pulses on the time-break trace. I
pointed out to him that we were already committed to obtaining a clean
time-broak trace for an identical purpose in the VIP. In tho meantime
we would trigger the timing lines through the hole in the tape if
necessary.

The time-break trace in our now system is clean except for
the occurrence of a head-alignment pulse which could be suppressed if
necessary.
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